Chapter 7: Two Worlds Collide – 1850-1887
(P. 124-141)

As You Read:

① Describe the strategy used by the U.S. army to defeat tribes that resisted them?

② Why is the Massacre on the Marias such a dishonorable act?

3. Describe what events led the Sioux to fight against the U.S. Army.

④ Describe the events that led to Custer’s defeat at the Battle of the Little Bighorn.

⑤ Why did the Nez Perce leave Oregon in 1877 and where did they attempt to go?

Reviewing Key Ideas: Circle the correct answers below to make each statements correct.

6. At the Battle of the Little Bighorn, Custer’s cavalry ( accidentally attacked the wrong tribe  or  was massacred within hours.)

7. Crazy Horse, a Sioux Chief, eventually ( was killed in at the Battle of the Big Hole  or  surrendered and agreed to go to a reservation.)

⑧ Chief Sitting Bull ended up ( leading many followers into Canada  or  being held in Deer Lodge Prison.)

9. ( Chief Joseph  or  Chief Two Moon ) led the Nez Perce toward Canada because he believed that Indians were free and should not live on reservations.

10. The Nez Perce were finally stopped only 40 miles from Canada at the Battle of ( Big Hole  or  the Bear’s Paw Mountains.)